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The method of quasi - fields is developed, by means of w~ich. an .expressi?n can b_e co~
structed for the distribution function. It is shown that the d1stnbutwn function obtamed m 
this fashion is the same as that of the ordinary theory. A closed expression for the distribu
tion function is given in the form of an infinite-multiple integral. 

INTRODUCTION 

A N outstanding peculiarity of the present state 
of the quantum theory of wave fields is the 

excellent agreement between the theory of quan
tum electrodynamics with experimental data, 
while at the same time the results of meson the
ory (by meson theory we mean the present 
theory of the interaction of 17- mesons with the 
field of the nucleus) have only the most general 
and qualitative character, and cannot be brought 
into any satisfactory quantitative agreement with 
experiment. There are two basic viewpoints rel
ative to the origin of this failure of meson 
theory. The first is that meson theory, based on 
a formal analogy with electrodynamics, is not ad
equate for the physical facts, and the simple 
transposition of electrodynamic concepts into the 
field of meson phenomena is not adequate; and 
accordingly for construction of a proper meson 
theory, a new method is necessary, based on a 
fundamental reconstruction of our ideas as to the 
nature of the interaction between mesons and 
nuclei. 

Such a viewpoint seems to us to be very prob
ably true; however, there is also a second possi
bility. All mathematical methods of modern elec
trodynamics use, to some degree or other, an an
alysis of physical quantities in a power series in 
the charge e. Thismighthedonedirectlyintheformof 
a perturbation theory l-a or by means of a summing 

of several parts of a number of perturbation 
theories with the aid of solutions of integral e
quations 4 ' 5 in all cases neglecting magnitudes 
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of the order of some power of e. The success of 
electrodynamics at present is based on the small
ness of the constant e, and as a result, on the 
possibility of confining oneself to a small num
ber of approximations for obtaining very good 
quantitative agreement with experiment. I.n ~eson 
theory, }n view of the large value of the hmdmg 
constant, such a method may not he altogether 
applicable, or at least applicable only within a 
limited region (for example, very small meson 
energies). Hence for meson theory, the problem 
of first order importance is the search for 
"precise" solutions, that is, solutions not 
based on an assumption as to the smallness of 
the binding constant. The efforts of a large num
ber of theoreticians have been concentrated in 
this direction; however,a solution of the prob-
lem encounters formidable mathematical diffi
culties and at present is far from satisfactory. 
Thus the second viewpoint as to the source of 
the failure of meson theory is essentially that the 
theory is basically correct, and that the cause 
of the divergence of theoretical predictions from 
experiment comes from inadequate mathematical 
methods. 

As long as it is not possible to make a cor
rect approach to the problem of a "precise" 
solution, and therefore not possible to distinguish 
the results which stem from the basic theory, 
from those which are introduced because of ap
proximate mathematical methods, it will he very 
difficult to make a final pronouncement on the 
degree of correctness of meson theory. 
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In this work the attempt is made to construct a 
new procedure in quantum field theory. The 
physical ideas basic to this procedure are cer
tain general conceptions regarding the state of 
free particles. As was done inFeynman'smethod2 

for ' virtual" particles, we shall describe the 
state of a free particle by a 4-vector of energy
impulse, p p., the components of which are not 
connected by a relation of the type p 2 = m 2. The 
method oJ. Feynman leads to considerable simpli-
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fication of the results in comparison with the non
covariant theory of excitation. However, his 
theory has an essential inadequacy in that it is 
based on the model of a "one-particle" rather 
than a secondary-quantized theory, and hence 
leads to complex expressions for processes with a 
large number of real or virtual particles. In con
trast with Feynman, we construct a secondary
quantized scheme, an advantage of which is that it 
makes possible a simple and uniform considera
tion of the properties of a system with an arbitrary 
number of particles. The resulting formalism is al
together relativistically invariant and very simple 
in form. 

The theory is constructed according to the fol
lowing pattern: The formal structure of the theory 
is developed (the quasi-field framework). Then, by 
use of Hamilton's method, an expression is set up 
for the fundamental-operatorS, by means of which 
the distribution function is determined for a sys
tem of interacting particles. It is shown that the 
distribution functions obtained by this method are 
identical with those of the ordinary theory. 

Because of the simplicity of the formalism, the 
theory goes further into the computation of the dis
tribution functions, and finally yields expressions 
for them in the form of infinite-multiple integrals. 
Analogous expressions, including infinite-multiple 
integrals, were obtained in the solution of the e
quations of Schwinger6 , in the work of Gel'fand 
and Min los 7 and Fradkin 8 . 

The appearance in the theory of infinite-multiple 
integrals obviously comes from the essential prob
lem of field theory. Hence one of the central prob
lems in the further development of the theory is the 
investigation of the properties of such integrals and 
approximate methods for their evaluation. 

So far no considerable results have been achieved 
along this line. Infinite-multiple integrals comprise 
in themselves a new mathematical concept, and the 
possibility of using them effectively is of neces
sity connected with a major upheaval in mathemat
ics. Thus, for the solution of the problem of 
quantum theory of fields, it is necessary to take a 
new and possibly very difficult step. 

I. THE CONCEPT OF THE STATE OF A PARTICLE 

For clarity we will speak below of the pseudo
scalar meson theory with a pseudo-scalar sym
metrical variant of interaction. However, as will 
he evident later, the method being elaborated is 
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not limited to the given variation of the meson 
theory, hut is obviously applicable for all kinds 
of other variations of interaction both in Fermi 
fields and Bose fields, as well as in the case of 
the interaction of several fields. 

We will use a system of units in which n = c 
= l. For the Dirac matrix, we use the form of 
Feynman 2 . The 4-vector af.!. we shall fix by the 
four actual components, ana the scalar product of 
two vectors we write in the form 

ab = aiLbiL = a4b4 - a 1b1 - a2b2 -·aaba. 

We indicate the scalar product of the vector a11 
with the matrix vector y p. by the symbol 

A 

a= 1v.aiL. 

The point of departure of the development of the 
method is the general concept of the state of a 
free particle. The state of a nucleon is specified 
by the following physical quantities: the 4-vector 
of the energy-impulse p p.' the spin variable oc and 
the variable isotopic spin p. Further, the compon
ents of the vector p p. are not connected by the re
lation p 2 = m 2 , and can take arbitrary values in
dependently of one another. The varying quantity 
oc takes four independent values rather than 2 as in 
the ordinary theory. The variable p takes two val
ues, corresponding to the proton and neutron states. 
The states of the antinucleons are determined in 
exactly the same way as those of the nucleons. 
The state of a meson is determined by the 4-vector 
of energy-impulse kfl: and variable isotopic spin r. 

The components of the vector kll. are not connected 
by a relation k2 = p. 2 and can take independently 

arbitrary values. The variable r can have three val
ues corresponding to charge states of the 17-meson. 

Creation and annihilation operators are intro
duced for construction of the secondary-quantized 
scheme. For nucleons two kinds o_f creation opera-
tors are n·ecessary: ad;, (p), b't, (p) , and, 
corresponding to them, annihilation operators 

aap (p), bap (p). . Operators for creation and 
annihilation of mesons are designated c+ (k) 

~ r 
and cr (k). We note that the operators a+ and 
a, etc., are not assumed Hermitian conjugates. 
More than this, in the following we will not be con
cerned with Hermitian properties in the operators and 
therefore will not introduce the idea of Hermitian 
conjugates. In relation to the Lorentz transforma
tion, the operators a and b+ behave like the Dirac 
bi-spin,pr tf;, and the operators a and b like the 
bi-spinor ifj, operators c + and c are pseudo-scalar. 
In rotation in isotopic space a+, a, b+ and b, are 
transformed like spinors, and c+ and c, like 
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vectors. The operators of creation and annihila
tion obey the following commutation conditions: 

[acxp(p), aaa (q)]+ = i'Ocxr/3p,/)(p- q), 

[ bcxp (p), baa (q)]+ = io .. ~'OpaB (p- q), 

[c,(k), c: (l)] = io,5o (k -l). 

(1.1) 

Here only those commutation brackets are writ
ten that differ from zero. In the remaining cases, 
the nucleon operators anti-commute among them
selves and commute with the meson operators, 
while the meson operators commute with one an
other. 

Now that the operators of creation and annihila
tion have been determined, we can fix the state of 
a vacuum <I> 0 as the state in which there is no par
ticle. The mathematical property of a vacuum is 
fixed by the equations 

(1.2) 

Different products of operators· of creation, acting 
on a vacuum, generate a state with the specified 
number of particles. As is commonly done, we as
sume the state resulting from this arrangement as a 
basis in space for all states of a system of nucleon 
and meson fields. 

The mean value over a vacuum of a certain op
erator A is determined in a natural manner, as ex
pressed through operators of creation and annihila
tion. This mean value we will designate by the 
symbol <A > 0• In computing the mean in a vacuum, 
the normalization condition must be used 

2. THE QUASI-FIELD FRAMEWORK 

We now specifiy operators playing in our scheme 
the role of field operators of the ordinary theory. 
Although hereafter we will be concerned only with 
quasi-fields, we reserve for them the designation 
used in the ordinary formalism for field operators. 
Operators of the quasi-field are fixed by the fol-

lowing Fourier integrals*. 
The nucleon operators of the quasi-field are 

(2.1) 

* After sending the paper to the editqr, the author 
found w~rks in which analogous operators were con
sidered l e.g., see Iu. V. Novozhilov, Doklady Akad. 
Nauk SSSR 99, 533, 7..23 (1954) and S. Coester, Phys. 
Rev. 95, 1318 (1954)J. 

- 1 l + " )-'/ ipr ofp (x) = (2,.l J {ap (p) (p- m •e · 

+ bp(p) (p + m)-'1·~-ipx} dp. 

The quasi-field meson operator is 

<p,(x) = < 2~) 2 ~ (k2 -p.2r''·{c,(k)e-ilu· (2.2) 

+ c: (k)eikx} dk. 

In Eqs. (2.1 and (2.2) the integration is carried 
out throughout the entire 4-dimensional momentum 
space. Inasmuch as the integrands have singular-
.. . 1. h f 2 2 Ihes at pomts ymg on t e sur aces p = m 
and k 2 = p. 2 ( m and p. are the masses of nucleon 
and meson respectively), for removal of duality 
of mass values we assume a difference in mass in 
the form of infinitesimally small negative imag
inary particles. 

The square roots of the Dirac matrices appear-
ing in Eq. (2.1) are fixed by the equations: 

(' )-'/, p + m- i V p2 - m2 p-m = , 
Y2(m-i Vp2-n,2)(p2-m2) 

(' + )-'/, . p-m + i Vp1 - ma p m = z :-;:=o=====:'===::::::=':::::::::o==== 
Y2(m-i Vp2-m2)(pB-m2) 

The identity of mass values in the determina-
tion of the square root will hereafter play no part. 

We notice that the operators of the quasi-field 
[Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)] do not satisfy any kind of 
differential equation, and the equations of motion 
for the operators are nowhere used in the scheme 
developed here. In the following we depend on 
the commutation properties of the operators of the 
quasi-field (only the non-trivial commutation 
brackets are written out): 

['f .. P(x), ~~/Y)]+ = 0, 

[<p,(x), t?/Y)] = 0. 
(2.3) 

The remaining commutation brackets rotate to 0 
in a trivial manner. In this way all the operators 
of the quasi-field at two arbitrary 4-parameter 
points x andy either commute or anti-commute 
among themselves. 

The meaning of the operators of the quasi-
field appears on computation of the vacuum aver
ages of the product of two operators (only the mag
nitudes different from 0 are written): 

(2.4)' 
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Here sF and DF are the well known Feynman 
functions (see, for example, reference 9 ). E
quations (2.3) and (2.4) follow readily from Eqs. 
(2.1), (2.2) and (1.1). 

Relations (2.4) serve as a connecting link 
between the formalism of the quasi-field and the 
ordinary formalism. Actually, Eq. (2.4) leads to 
the known relations of field theory, if the sym
bols t/J and ¢ stand for the ordinary field opera
tors in the interaction considered, and in place of 
the product, if the T-product of the operators is 
used. 

By virtue of Eq. (2.3), the T-product for the 
quasi-field coincides with the ordinary product. 
It is possible to eliminate from the theory the idea 
of the T- product, which leads to consideTable 
simplification. 

3. THE FUNDAMENTAL OPERATOR 

We formulate in terms of the quasi-field the ana
logue of the S- matrix, written in the form due to 
Dyson 3 . For this we determine the interaction 
operator of the field, which for a symmetrical 
pseudo-scalar meson theory, has the form 

K (x) = ig~ (x) "'(51:,~ (x) C?, (x). (3.1) 

The fundamental operator S is determined by the 
equation 

S=exp{-i~ (x)dx}. (3.2) 

We notice certain peculiarities of Eq. (3.2). 
First, by virtue of Eq. (2.3), the quantities K(x) 
at different points of space commute with one 
another. Hence, in Eq. (3.2), only quantities are 
involved that commute, so that the exponential 
function can be considered in the algebraic 
sense rather than the symbolic sense, as is done 
in the references 10 and 11. Second, the integral 
in the exponent of Eq. (3.2) is distributed in all 
of 4-dimensional space. This fact insures the 
validity of the conservation of the 4-momentum 
in each elementary interaction. If, in place of 
the quasi-field, one should set up the ordinary 
field operators, the corresponding integral would 
transform to 0 by virtue of the existence of rela-

9 A. I. Akhiezer and V. B. Berestetskii, Quantum 
Electrodynamics, Moscow (1953) 

10 R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 84, 108 (1951) 

11 I. Fujiwara, Pro gr. Theor. Phys. 7, 433 (1952) 

tions of the type p 2 = m 2 , which naturally does 
not occur in our case. 

In what follows, it will be appropriate for us 
to make the transition from coordinate representa
tion to momentum. Also we introduce into the 
space of the 4-momentum a cubic lattice with 4-
dimensional volume (2rr) 4/U and will refer all 
quantities to the nodes of the lattice. To shorten 
the writing, we will use the complex indices 

/.. = (p, ot, p), l = (k, r), 

and agree that symbols of the type -y and -l 
stand for the quantities 

-1..=(-p, ot, p), -1=(-k, r). 

We replace the operators of creation and annihila
tion, introduced in Sec. 1, by the operators 

+ (21t)2 + 
a}..= Vn aa.P (p) etc., 

satisfying, by virtue of Eq. (1.1), the commuta
tion relations 

[a,_, a~]+= [b}.., b~]+ = io ..... , (3.3) 

[ct, c~] = iotm· 

After obvious development , we obtain the 
following expression for S: 

X K = i ~(a~ - ib-v,) r~ .. (b~v + ia .. ) 
1£V[ 

(c7 + C-t), 

ln Eq. (3.6) the matrix indices of the Dirac 
matrix, and the matrix of the isotopic spin T 

r 
are not written out explicitly. We notice that 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

only Eq. (3.6) is specific for a given variant of 
the meson theory. In what follows we will not 
depend on the concrete form of f', and hence our 
derivation will hold for all other variants of the 
theory. 

4. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

Through the fundamental operator S the dis
tribution function is determined for an arbitrary 
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system of interacting particles. To be concrete, 
we consider the particular case in which both 
initially and finally the states of the system con
sist of mesons and nucleons; however, all the 
deliberations clearly carry over to the general 
case. We determine the distribution function for 
our case by the expression 

K(x~x~; x1x2) =·< cp (x~) ljl (x~) 

X\ Srp (x1) ~ (x2) ) 0 • 

(4.1) 

We show that Eq. (4.1) is in identical agreement 
with the corresponding expression of the ordinary 
theory. For this, we consider the Nth term of 
the expansion of Eq. ( 4.1) in a series in powers 
of g. According to Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) this term 
is equal to 

KN(x~. x~; x 1x 2) = ~ ~ dtr.. (4.2) 

~dtN (rp (x~) 1' (x~)~ (t1)i5'tr,1' (i1)1fr,(i1). • • 

.I 

~ (tN)jo'tTNij! (JNhrN (t N)rp (xl) ii (X2) >o· 

The vacuum average, appearing under the integral 
sign, in conformity with Wick's theorem 1 2 (this 
theorem is valid also for the quasi-field), is e
qu~l to the sum of all possible components, in 
wh1ch all operators are connected in pairs. Yet, 
on the one hand, every system of connection cor
responds to some Feynman diagram, and con
v~rsely; and, on the other hand, in conformity 
With Eq. (2.4), the equation for connection of op
erators of the quasi-field agree with the corres
ponding expressions for ordinary fields. From 
this it follows that in Eq. (4.2) contributions are 
summed of all the Feynman diagrams of the 
Nth order, and in this fashion our assertion is 
demonstrated. 

Points xi and xi' corresp:md to the free ends 
of the outer lines of the diagram, the points t 
correspond to the ends of the inner lines, and the 
integration is carried out over them. 

By means of the propagation function 
K (x~x~; X 1x 2) the elements of the 

S-matrix can .t>e <tuectly computed by Feynman's 
rule 2 for the process of scattering of mesons by 
nucleons. 

For later applications it is rather convenient 
to transform Eq. (4.1). We take advantage of the 
fact that, by virtue of Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (2.3), 
the operatorS commutes with all the operators 

12 G. C. Wick, Phys. Rev. 80, 268 (1950) 

of the quasi-field; and we transpose the operators 
¢( x 1) and t/J ( x 2) over to the left of S. Then 

K (x~ x~; x 1x 2) 

= (rp (x~ )If (Xt) ~ (x~) ~ (x2) S)0 

= ({j}o I If (x~) If (xt) ~ (x~) ~ (x2) I 'P'o), 

where 

(4.3} 

(4.4). 

In this manner the determination of the prop
agation function boils down to the computation of 
the vector 'l' 0 , after which the problem takes on 
an algebraic character. Essentially the vector 
'l' 0 does not depend on the specific process to 
which the given propagation function is related. 

S. THE RESOLVING OPERATION 

The vector 'l' 0 , determined in the foregoing 

section, as well as all vectors in state space, can 
be put in the form 

(5.1) 

where the operator U is expressed only through 
the operators of particle creation. If we compare 
Eqs. (4.4) and (5.1), we see that to the operator S, 
which is expressed in terms of operators of cre
ation as well as operators of annihilation, there 
corresponds the operator U which contains only 
operators of creation. The transformation from the 
operatorS to the operator U, we will call 
the resolution of operator S and define the trans
formation symbol U = S > 0. A further problem will 
be to devise certain general methods of resolution. 

On the basis of relations which are valid for ar
bitrary operators x and a: 

co 

ex ae-x = ""' _1 [n ] ..::.J n! x, a • 
n=Q 

(5.2) 

[for proof of Eq. (5.2) see Appendix I] and the 
corresponding commutation Eq. (3.3), it is easy to 
establish the validity of the following et)'uations: 

ePa~ e-P =a; -· ib_", ePb~"e-P (5.3) 

= b~" + ia_", eQc;e-Q =c; +c-z 

where 

(5.4) 
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Q =- ~ ~CmC-m. 
m 

From Eqs. (5.3), (3.4) and (3.5) it follows that 
the operator S can be expressed in the form 

S = eP+Q eK• e-<P+Q>, (5.5) 

where the operator 

K. · ~ +rt b+ + 
0 = t .:..JaiL !LV -vCt 

v.vl 
(5.6) 

contains only the operators of creation. 
We introduce the symbol 

~a;tAfl-v b±v = a+Ab+, 
ILV 

where A is a matrix. Then K can be written in 
the two equivalent forms 0 

Ko = i ~ xrct = a+r (c+) b;, (5. 7) 
l 

where 

Xt = a+rlb+, (5.8) 

r (c+) = i ~ r 1ct. 
l 

From the properties of t.'Ie vac~um [ Eq. ( l. 2)] 
it follows that in resolution, one can reject terms 
in which an operator of annihilation is found on 
the right side. Hence, from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.4) 
comes the relation 

(5.9) 

6. '"DIFFUSION" EQUATIONS 

We have for resolution expressions of the type 
in Eq. (5.9) for which it is characteristic that all 
operators of annihilation are to the left of the 
creation operators. Let F ( c+) be some function of 
the meson creation operators. Then 

QF)o =-+ 2} fcm, fc-m• F]] 
m 

; a2F 

=2] ac+ac+ ' 
m m -m 

that is, the resolution operator Q, standing on the 
left of the function depending on c+, acts like the 

differential operator 

(6.1) 

Likewise, ifF( a+, b+) is a function of nu
cleon operators of creation, in the resolution of 
which the overall number of operators a+ and b + 
seven, then 

PF)0 = ~ [afl-, [b-[1-, F]]+, (6.2) 
IL 

that is, P can also be considered a differential 
operator, but with this difference, that differenti
ation is carried out with respect to the anti-commut
ing variables* a+ and b+. 

Hence, in view of Eq. (5.9), 

(6.3) 

where P and Q are operators whose actions are 
determined by Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2). For evaluat
ing expressions of the type of Eq. (6.3) we use 
the following relation. If F 0 is some function, 
and L is a linear operator, the function 

F = eLF0 

can be considered a solution of the equation 

iJF I iJz = LF for z=O, F=Fo (6.4) 

if we set z = l. Equation (6.4) has the character 
of a "diffusion" equation. Analogous equations 
are used for computing S-matrices in references 

12 and 13. 
In light of the simple character of the operator Q, 

the computation of eV eK 0 can be carried out di
rectly. We consider the case L = P. In this we 
are limited to a class of functions F depending on 
the variables 

Operator P does not develop a function of this 
class, and Eq. (6.4) takes the form of Eq. (6.5). 

[The notation is introduced An = Sp A" 
= ~ (An)[.L[.L. The derivation ot J<..:q. (6.5) is 

IL 

shown in Appendix II.] 

* We will not introduce any special symbolism for 
this differentiation. 

13 S. Hori, Progr. Theor. Phys. 7, 578 0952) 
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dZ 

The solution of Eq. (6.5) for F 0 = e" 1 is equal 
to 

(ex> 

F(z) = exp ~ ~ (-l)n-1 
tn~l 

(6.6) 

7. THE EXPRE&SION FOR THE OPERATOR U 

Taking into account Eqs. (5.7), (5.8) and 
(6.1), it is easy to establish the equality 

eQeK• == eQ exp {if xzd } (7 .1) 

= exp {if(x;ct - 1/2 XzX-t)} . 

Further, from Eq. (6.6), for z = 1 and A 
= f'(c+), it follows that 

ePeK• == eP exp {a+f (c+) b+} (7.2) 

= exp { ~ ( -l)n-1 [a+rn(c+)b+ + +sp rn (c+)] l· 
tn= 1 

Results analogous to Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) and 
corresponding to resolution of one of the fields 
are achieved by the methods of ordinary theory in 
references 10 and 14. 

Simultaneous resolution of two fields is 
performed as follows: We consider the formal ex
pansion of eKo in an infinite-product Fourier 
integral 

eK• == exp { if X1ct } (7.3) 

= ~ exp {if xz s1} exp { i .f ctt1 } 

X exp (- if sztz} ds dt 

= ~ exp {a+r(s) b+}exp {if dtz} 

x exp {- i ~ sdz} dsdt, 
l • -

14 K. Yamazaki, Progr. Theor. Phys. 7, 449 0952) 

where 

ds=TI~ 
l J!27t 

dt = n ~dtz . 
l y 27': 

In Eq. (7 .3) variables pertaining to nucleons 
and mesons are separated . Applying the re
sults of Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2), we obtain, in con
formity with Eq. (6.3), 

V=eP+Qei<• = ~exp {~ (-t)n-1 
ln=I 

( a+r• (sW + --), Sp r• (s)]} 
X exp{i .fc7 tz -sdz- + tlz }dsdt. 

Integration with respect to t can be carried out 
directly inasmuch as the infinite-product integral 
is broken down into the product of double inte
grals. As a result we obtain the following in
finite product expression 

U = ~ exp { ~ (-l)n-I [a+rn(s) b+ (7.4) 
ln=I 

+ + Sp rn (s)] l 
x exp{; ,fCc7 -sz)(c~l-s-z)}ds .. 

By means of Eqs. (7 .4) and (5.1) it is easy to 

obtain the distribution function as was shown in 
Sec. 4. Analogous expressions for the distribution 
fun'ctions were obtained by Fradkin 8 from 
Schwinger's theory 6 . 

In conclusion the author expresses his deep 
gratitude to Academician I. E. Tamm for his 
great influence on this work and for general re
view of the results. 

APPENDIX 

I. DEMONSTRATION OF EQ. (5.2) 

In Eq. (5.2), the repeated commutator 

is determined by the recurrent relations 

[~. a] 

The formula is easily demonstrated by the induc
tion method 
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[~' a]= 

Hence 

00 

exae--~ = ~ 
p, q=O 

00 1 [ 11 ] =~nrx,a. 
n=O 

(-1)q 
p! q! 

II. DERIVATION OF EQ. (6.5) 

Let the operator a have the property that the 
commutator [a, xn] commute with operators 
x for all m and n. Then the following relation 

m 
holds* 

~ iJF 
[a, F (xl> X 2 , ••• )] = LJ [a, Xn] -a-, 

Xn (A) 

proof of which is almost.qbvious. 
Expression (A), in particular, is applicable for 

* The derivatives dF I a X have the ordinary meaning 
since the operators x co~ute with one another. n 

a= all and a = b_p. Inasmuch as the operators 
a+ and b +occur in pairs in the expressions for 
x , the action of the operator P on the function F 

n 
is determined by Eq. (6.2). 

For direct computation, use is made of (A) and 
the relation: 

[a, be]+= [a, b]+ e- b [a, e], 
[a, be J = [a, b ]+ e - b [a, e ]+, 

We then get 

+ ~SAn~ ~ P ax ' 
n n 

which agrees with the right side of Eq. (6.5). 

Translated by D. T. Williams 
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